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During an examination of an archeological specimen of rock salt (halite = NaCl), weighing

6.8 g, insect fragments were found embedded within the salt by Dr. H. Baadsbaard and Dr.

D.G.W. Smith of the Department of Geology, University of Alberta. Apparently the insect

remains were accidentally mixed with loose, granular salt which then was moistened and

moulded into a cake. The salt cake was found by Fewkes (1916) inside a covered pottery jar

recovered from Oak Tree House (site 523), a cliff dwelling in Mesa Verde National Park, south-

western Colorado. Placement of the salt cake within the pottery jar must have occurred in

the late A.D. 1200’s, just before abandonment of the site by the prehistoric inhabitants. Full

particulars on the archeological context, dating, and chemical composition of the salt cake

have been published by Baldwin (1976).

The insect remains were found to be dermestid larval exuviae but only two specimens were

suitable for study. These were examined with a scanning electron microscope, and with use

of a key to larval Attagenini (Beal, 1970), they were identified as Attagenus bicolor von Har-

old. Since Beal did not indicate sizes of mature larvae, the instar number of these specimens

is unknown. However, the unique position of the spiracle and the setal socket positions on

the spiracular sclerite (Fig. 1 ) and the slender acrotergal setae agree with his description of

this species.

Beal (1970) notes that adults and larvae of A. bicolor were found in matted vegetation and

fill in site 1285 (Step House) at Mesa Verde by S.A. Graham. Apparently the specimens he

examined were those already reported on by Graham (1965) in his paper discussing the use-

fulness of studying insect remains as an aid in archeological investigations. Full details on the

archeological deposits at Step House have not yet been published, but the latest remains are

contemporary (A.D. 1200’s) with those of Oak Tree House (Nichols and Harlan, 1967).
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Fig. 1. The spiracular sclerite and spiracle of the fifth abdominal segment df the larval exuvia oi At tagenus bicolor.


